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THE NON-HOLIDAY WEEK PUT A DAMPER ON SALES
The week ending June 28 fell in between Father’s Day
and July 4th. This meant everyday demand alone had to
boost sales past last year’s levels. Thus far, the reopening
of restaurants has led to an increase in transactions and
spending. However, despite these improvements, foodservice
engagement remains below prior year levels, while grocery
sales during the last week of June remained elevated. The
pandemic continues to greatly affect sales in the dairy, bakery
and deli departments. Dairy sales have been extremely
strong from the start and remain strong. Results for deli and
bakery have been mixed, but have been trending on a path to
recovery slowly but surely as retailers are finding solutions to
replace closed self-serve and bulk departments. 210 Analytics
analyzed the IRI weekly sales findings, made possible by
IDDBA.
The final full week in June shows sales back on their preFather’s Day trend line. This means small erosions from
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the prior week by one or two percentage points for most
departments during regular, non-holiday weeks. Total store
sales, including the fresh perimeter dropped back into single
digits, at +9.2%. Center-store edibles outpaced total store
and remained above the 10% mark, at +13.1%. While the fresh
perimeter matched the gain of center-store during Father’s
Day week, it did not quite do as well during the non-holiday
week. The average performance was pulled down by deli,
bakery and produce, with fruit having an off week. Dairy
results remained strong but did continue to trend downward.
“We expected that the non-holiday week would mean a
return to the small erosion of week-to-week sales gains,”
said Jeremy Johnson, VP of Education for IDDBA. “And
there is an important lesson in that. While next week’s report
covers July 4th which we expect to be big, we have many
non-holiday weeks between Independence and Labor Day.
It will be imperative to go back to retailing fundamentals to
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drive dairy, deli and
bakery sales through
optimized household
engagement, trip
frequency and
basket size within the
new normal.”

Dairy - A Sales
Powerhouse
Father’s Day week
excepted, dairy sales
gains have been in
the mid teens for
a few weeks now.
“Everyday demand
is still fueling above
average dairy
sales,” said Abrielle
Backhaus, Research Coordinator with IDDBA. “The biggest
category within dairy, natural cheese, still sits about 20% above
last year’s levels all these weeks later. In total, seven categories
had double-digit gains and that shows the strength of dairy
amid the pandemic. However, we are seeing the continuation
of the week-over-week erosion during non-holiday periods
and this is where we need to stress the nutritional benefits,
versatility and kid-friendly solutions the dairy department brings
to the table.”
Natural cheese is the largest dairy category with sales of $286
million. Milk, yogurt and eggs also boast high weekly sales,
however, their sales gains were in the single digits. The highest
percentage gain this week was recorded by whipped toppings,
at +25.3%.
While only four areas had single-digit dollar gains during
the final week of June, six had single-digit volume gains —
signaling continued inflation in some areas. The much higher
dollar sales increases versus volume gains are indicative of
inflation for areas such as eggs, cheese and margarine. In other
areas, volume is tracking ahead of dollars, signaling deflation,
including butter and whipped toppings, though the differences
are much smaller.
At the same time, dairy sales have been affected for weeks
by a narrower assortment in many areas. IRI’s measure
reflecting assortment variety indeed shows some declines
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across subcategories during the week of June 28 versus
the same week last year. Overall, the number of dairy items
per store selling was off by 2.6%, up from -1.7% the week
prior. This reflects 33 fewer items compared with the same
week in 2019. Compared to areas like frozen foods that is
off by more than 100 items, the dairy department is doing
well as far as assortment and in-stock position go. However,
there are several harder-hit areas, including margarine and
cream cheese. In the coming months, category management
decisions online extensions, pack size varieties, the number of
brands carried and other SKU-level decisions will likely take on
a big role.
Some examples of areas where assortment is much narrower
are:
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•
•
•
•

Margarine/spreads: -17.3%
Cream cheese: -12.7%
Processed cheese: -6.2%
Whipped toppings: -5.2%

Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling

Deli — Continued Mixed Results
Deli sales patterns remain quite unique as the sales peaks
during the panic buying weeks were not quite as high as
those seen in other departments plus deli meat and deli
prepared sales are trending up. “Slowly but surely, retailers are
reopening their deli counter service to help augment the prepackaged business that has been key to keep sales moving
during the pandemic,” said Angela Bozo, Education Director
with IDDBA. “The nonholiday week puts us right
back on the old trend lines
of being down a bit from the
prior week for deli cheese
and slight recovery for deli
prepared. Deli meat has
been slowly trending upward,
though this week was an
exception.” Deli prepared
collapsed as quarantines
began. Retailers around the
country are experimenting
with packaged versus bulk
items and/or re-opening
some of the cases with employee
assistance. By and large, however,
salad bars, olive bars and hot/
cold food buffets remained
closed. Bozo added, “IDDBA
in cooperation with PMA is
organizing two town halls for the
industry to share best practices on
salad bars and buffets on July 14
and July 30. Please see the IDDBA
website for further detail,”

Deli Meat
The week of June 28 saw sales
for deli meat a bit off compared
to prior non-holiday weeks. Sales
gains for random weight, non-UPC
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deli meat stood at +5.8%, which was lower than pre-packaged
lunch meat from the refrigerated area that grew 6.9%. Price
inflation drove higher dollar than volume gains for both. Many
retailers have opened meat and cheese counters back up,
much to the joy of some shoppers. Sales for random-weight
deli meat that has been sliced for grab-and-go, but still sold
non-UPC, was up 45%.
During the week of June 28, pre-packaged UPC lunch meat
increased 6.9% in dollars versus the same week year ago, but
volume sales were off, whereas volume sales for deli random
weight meat was up.

Deli Cheese
Random weight deli cheese dollar gains had a bit of an off
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performance during the week ending June 28, with dollar
gains of 8.4%, the lowest since the week ending April 19, when
sales went up against the Easter 2019 sales bump. Just like
deli meat, the numbers continue to show that having graband-go availability in random weight cheese is a win, but
variety in the amount, types and thickness of the slices is key.
Whereas service counter sales were down 2.0%, sliced cheese
packaged for grab-and-go, but still non-UPC, was up 45.5%.
Packaged (UPC) cheese saw much higher gains than deli
cheese yet again, at 17.9% for total weekly sales of $344 million.
However, this was the lowest gain since the week of March 8,
at the onset of the pandemic. Compared with $53 million in
weekly sales for non-UPC cheese, packaged cheese sales are
about seven times larger and yet, growth is higher.

Deli-Prepared
In moving from extensive salad and hot bars to pre-packaged
offerings, the number of deli-prepared items saw a steep
reduction during the pandemic. At its lowest point, the average
number of items per store selling stood at 77 from its normal
assortment of about 100 items. “During the final week of June,
deli prepared assortment remained down about 16% versus
normal levels,” said Eric Richard,
Industry Relations Coordinator with
IDDBA. “Prepackaged means we
have to take very careful decisions
on assortment, focusing on high
velocity, highly profitable items
that helps us differentiate from the
competition.”
These are the areas where
assortment narrowed most during
the week of June 28 versus year
ago:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combo meals: -35.7%
Salads: -27.6%
Trays: -27.3%
Sandwiches: -18.0%
Soups: -13.7%
Desserts: -10.0%

Disregarding Father’s Day week,
deli-prepared food sales continued
to recover from March and April
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when sales were down more than 40% versus last year’s levels.
During the last week of June, sales for deli-prepared items
were down 18.7%. In contrast, refrigerated meals have been
gaining ground quickly, now 11.6% over the same week last
year. “This shows that consumers are resuming their mix and
match tendencies with scratch and convenience items,” said
Richard. “And that is one of our biggest opportunities during
these next few months. Consumers are getting tired of cooking
meals from scratch and the desire for time-saving solutions is
rising, as is meal planning made easy. Deli prepared can do
that, but we need to make sure we are on the consumer radar
to make it happen.”

Bakery -- All areas back in plus
Father’s Day week pushed all baked goods items back in
positive territory, but the pattern did not hold for the fresh
bakery during the last week of June. However, taking the
holiday day week out of the equation shows continued
recovery of the in-store bakery as stores are starting to adapt
to the new shopping patterns. Much like the deli, retailers
have started to package bulk items like donuts and rolls. And
many have adapted larger pack sizes of cup cakes and sheet
cakes to create items for smaller gatherings to address the
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new normal. Packaged items saw a bit more erosion compared
to the last regular week, the one ending June 14, but remain
elevated from the 2019 levels.

Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle
Packaged baked goods sales saw roughly the same sales
increase as the week ending June 14. The only two areas to
remain in double-digit territory were doughnuts and bagels,
though both are smaller sellers compared with fresh bread and
rolls.

Cookies and Crackers
Aisle cookies and crackers in UPC/fixed-weight packages saw
a big jump Father’s Day week, but gains are back in line with
those seen early June. Cookie sales have been strong despite
America’s baking craze. Sales for the baking ingredients aisle
were up 24.2% over the
week of June 28, with
high gains for other
ingredients, such as
eggs, butter and milk
also, as seen earlier.

In-Store Bakery
After many weeks of
overall down results
and only positive
gains for bread and
croissants, cakes’ sales
growth came roaring
back Father’s Day
week. Sales remained
above last year’s level
the final week of June.
Retailers are starting to
adjust for the smaller, at
home celebrations. Aside
from Father’s Day, June
is historically a critical
sales month for cakes with
graduation celebrations,
many of which are
cancelled as in-person
events. In-store bakeries
pivoted to a smaller size,
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recognizing Americans’ desire to celebrate major milestones
just within smaller groups. This will be a trend we expect to see
throughout the year.
Donuts and rolls, often merchandised as a bulk item in the
fresh bakery, continued to be down in double digits.
As COVID-19 related shopping patterns started to develop in
mid-March, retailers dialed back on assortment in the in-store
bakery. The average number of items per store selling declined
by as much as 21 items at the end of March. After an increase in
items throughout June, the week of June 28 dropped back to
9.1% below normal levels, with an average of 97 items per store.
Some of the hardest-hit areas included the following:
• Donuts: -35.3%
• Trays: -29.0%
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• Rolls: -14.4%
• Desserts: -11.6%
Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average
weekly items per store selling

What’s Next?
Next week’s report covers
Independence Day, which is
traditionally a strong holiday for
departments across the store.
Based on the results of the spring
and summer holidays thus far,
July 4th sales will likely be highly
elevated as more than half of shoppers expected to celebrate
the holiday differently, with less travel and smaller, backyard
celebrations according to IRI’s weekly survey of primary
household grocery shoppers.
Engagement with foodservice continues to be in flux,
particularly as the past few weeks have seen spikes in
COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations in some regions that had
previously relaxed restrictions. Florida, Texas and California all
rolled back some of the reopening decisions, which is likely to
impact business activities, restaurant engagement and shopper
behaviors in those regions. Between the continued impact of
COVID-19 and significant economic pressure, the retail demand
will continue to track well above 2019 levels for the foreseeable
future.
210 Analytics, IRI and IDDBA will provide sales updates every
week. Meanwhile, please thank the grocery industry, from
farm to store, for all they do to ensure supply during these
unprecedented times.
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